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The Rolling Stones in 1989. Darryl Jones has since replaced

Bill Wyman.

'The Rare And Unseen' DVD

By Phyllis Pollack

A collection of rare footage, original rare film

and videos of the band, newsreels and

photographs from private collections has

been assembled by Wienerworld, to be

released by MVD Visual, slated for a

stateside release on April 20, 2010, and in

on January 18, 2010 in the UK. The

upcoming disc is titled Rolling Stones: Rare

And Unseen.

Producers of the film, which was not

authorized by the band, say that it has rare

footage that will not be found anywhere else,

with some of it having been culled from

private collections.

Scenes include Mick Jagger on World in

Action talking at length on responsibility and

the law, Rolling Stones guitarist Keith

Richards at the Berlin Film Festival, and

drummer Charlie Watts opening up a bit. Bill

Wyman talks tours and life, and the film

contains rare footage of Brian Jones 1964.

Also on the disc are television reports

thought lost and that have now been

restored, and other video delights.

The film can be purchased at a special website.

For Rolling Stones fans that constantly seek "bootleg" footage of the band will argue amongst each

other as to which segments are harder to find, or have been impossible to find, but all will agree that

any footage of the band is worth having.

Watch a video of the Rolling Stones playing "Monkey Man:"
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